Press release 6th January 2012

pre World ChampS 2012 to start IN Val di Fiemme
FIS Viessmann Tour de Ski ON the weekend

Saturday and Sunday in Val di Fiemme (Trentino) the final races of the FIS Viessmann Tour de Ski
Further snowfall covered the cross-country stadium in Lago di Tesero
Several big names in the starting list, including Cologna and Northug
Marit Bjoergen leads the ranking, ahead of Justyna Kowalczyk


Italy’s Val di Fiemme is about to host the last two stages of the FIS Viessmann Tour de Ski tomorrow and on Sunday. Unexpected snowfalls whitened the slopes yesterday night and today, making the landscape even more fascinating and ready to welcome the very last races of the Tour.
Men’s 20k CT mass start is scheduled tomorrow at 12.30 while Ladies’ 10K will be on at 15.45. The 9 km Final Climb will take place on Sunday (ladies starting at 12.30, men at 14.30).
Dario Cologna leads the ranking and has gained 1’20’’ on the Norwegian Petter Northug, indeed tomorrow the 25 year old cross country specialists will be in the limelight again, as last year happened.
Russian Alexander Legkov is to be kept an eye on as he is only 6’’ behind Northug. Canadian Kershaw and Swedish Hellner will have their saying too.
On the ladies side, the Norwegian Marit Bjoergen has overcome Justyna Kowalczyk, the Polish skier who won the Fis Viessman Tour de Ski in 2011 and who is second in the table now (7’’ back).
Therese Johaug, the Norwegian skier who won the silver medal last year overwhelming the Italian Marianna Longa and Arianna Follis, is now 3 minutes behind the first.
As the world championships 2013 get closer, the slopes and the cross country stadium have been completely renewed and the tracks became even harder (4,5 km track to run twice for the ladies and five times for the men). Furthermore, “bonus” will be assigned to the first ten runners who cross the intermediate stage of the track every lap and to the first three athletes that cross the finishing line (bonus seconds 15, 10 and 5). The race is harder than in the past with its seven tough climbs and it does anticipate the even harder Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis on Sunday. 
Along with the final races of the Fis Viesmann Tour de Ski, many side events are scheduled for the weekend: tomorrow at 9.30 the brand new Kids Event will take place (a promotional and non-competitive cross-country race dedicated to Under15 kids only) and on Sunday at 10 o’clock the “Rampa con i campioni” event gives the chance to both ski lovers and specialists such as Majdic, Hjelmeset, Valbusa to race and have great fun on the Alpe Cermis climb.
The musical event Fiemme Folk is starting tonight at 9.00 in the cross country stadium of Lago di Tesero.
Waiting for a new extraordinary cross country event tomorrow and on Sunday.
www.fiemme2013.com



